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Good morning, my friends. My name is Brenda Wallace and I am one of the co-leaders 

of Monday Night Book Study. 


As Joan read to us earlier, Richart Wagamese, author of the book “Starlight,” said, “It’s 

not about the filling so much as it’s about being brave enough to enter the cracks 

in my life so that my gold becomes revealed… it’s not in our imagined wholeness 

that we become art: it’s in the celebration of our cracks.” So … on Monday nights, 

in our own way, we have been “repairing broken hearts and celebrating our cracks in 

our own way.” 


Fr. Richard Rohr, an author very familiar to us, said recently, “We cannot heal what we 

do not first acknowledge.” In our book study, we have been “acknowledging” our 

relationship with our Indigenous brothers and sisters through the eyes and words of 

Richard Wagamese.


The ACTS Adult Spiritual Development Ministry Committee selected Starlight this fall 

primarily for its timeliness and for its attention to so many of the current issues facing 

us these days. RIchard prided himself on his skills as a story teller and, today, I’m 

going to try to follow in his footsteps and be the story teller — telling a story about 

finding new ways to seek truth and experience reconciliation through the adventures of 

Frank Starlight.
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 Frank Starlight is a man living a peaceful life on a farm he’s inherited. He is also a 

wildlife photographer with a growing reputation. Into his serene life enter a mother and 

a child on the run from a violent and abusive boyfriend and they are given refuge on the 

Starlight farm. 


Richard’s life story gains relevance in that his characters are a blend of Indigenous and 

non-indigenous, rich and poor, rural and urban, young and old set in the familiar 

territories of Western Canada. Althought his first novel was published in 1994, his first 

major literary success, really, was the novel “Indian Horse,” published in 2012, which 

told the story of an Indigenous hockey player named “Saul.” According to Wagamese, 

the character of Saul Indian Horse took over the story as Richard was telling it. He has 

said that his characters brought his own understandings and learnings to life and, for 

all of us, the beauty of story telling is that we can take whatever meaning we desire to 

— there is no right or wrong interpretation but the one thing we do know is that Richard 

was the story teller and his stories reflected his life experiences. Our job, I guess, was 

to merge our understandings. 


So who was this Richard Wagamese? 


Richard was born in 1955 in northwestern Ontario into an Ojibway community near 

Kenora. He and his three siblings were abandoned by their parents and eventually 

raised in a series of foster homes. Richard was only two years old when his parents, 

both residential school survivors, left the children alone in the woods. At age 9 he was 
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adopted, however his new family did not allow him contact with his people. Abused as 

a child and young teen, he fled from his adopted home into a life of drug and alcohol 

abuse. He spent time on the street and in prison but we only know this part of his 

history because of another place in which he spent a lot of time — that being the 

public library. He returned there many times, reading widely and slowly educating 

himself. 


He was united with his family at age 24, during which time an elder reportedly told him 

that his role in life was to be a story teller and so…


…He applied for a journalism job in Regina, Saskatchewan, was hired and over the 

years he wrote articles for many magazines and newspapers including the Calgary 

Herald. Eventually this self-educated writer whose formal education ended in his early 

teens received two Honorary Doctoral Degrees. 


Incidentally, Richard did not conclude “Starlight”; that chore was left to his friends and 

family following his passing in March of 2017. 


So how did we make out in our challenge to fill in the cracks of our “Broken 

Heart” with Gold?	 The story of Starlight begins with a brutal attempted murder in 

northern BC. For three years a young woman and her 8 year old daughter have been 

living with an abusive, drunken pair who have kept them literally imprisoned on their 
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rural property, As Emmy and daughter Winnie flee in a stolen truck down the Highway 

of Tears - No. 16 in BC, they have absolutely nothing. Through Emmy’s desperation, 

they make their way to Endako, BC and eventually are caught attempting to steal 

groceries. 


It turns out that in the check out line that day and observing the attempted theft and 

subsequent capturing, is Frank Starlight. 


From the prologue, we learned that Frank as a young man inherited the farm from a 

Nechako farmer, whom he lovingly called the ‘old man.’ Frank, an native boy, was 

taught love of the land, farming skills and survival techniques by the man who raised 

him. With Emmy and Winnie, the attempted shop-lifters,  surrounded by friendly Social 

Service agents, Frank listens and, in his quiet and respectful way, volunteers to hire 

Emmy as a housekeeper along with Winnie.


A parallel story is of that same Frank Starlight, naturalist photographer, and his agent, 

Elmer Deacon, who publicizes Frank’s amazing pictures of wild life on the back country 

of the farm. It is these same skills that eventually help to restore Emmy’s confidence in 

herself and to help Winnie receive the first stability and genuine care in her short life. 


The development of the characters happens gradually as we get a better sense of the 

truths that Wagamese is bringing to our attention. The cracks in the Ceramic heart are 
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many — Emmy, for one,  is a child of abuse and poverty. With limited education — we 

never hear her character teaching Winnie much beyond how to escape detection, 

siphon gas, steal groceries and survive. Now, for the first time in her life, she is free  

from alcohol and domestic abuse. Frank adds to her gradual development by teaching 

her the skills of survival in the back country.  Both Emmy and Winnie blossom during 

their stay on the farm. More importantly, Emmy and Winnie learn that love can take 

many forms and that the love of nature, of companionship and of hard work can 

change life’s direction. We celebrate their victories as we listen to the story. Those 

victories are  the gold inlays.


Of course, a good story has antagonists and we follow the progression of Cadotte and 

Anderson. Determined to seek revenge they stalk Emmy and WInnie much like they 

would stalk prey while hunting. The depth of vengeance, hatred, malevolence and evil 

is often hard to take, yet again, the question becomes “From where does this depth of 

understanding come?” We know that Wagamese encountered people like Cadotte and 

Anderson in his experiences and his story brings their anger to the forefront. 


Our indigenous brothers and sisters refer often to the Creator in their writings and the 

book Starlight is full of creation’s glory. As Wagamese describes Frank and Emmy’s 

encounter with wild things and the sense of freedom gained in movement through the 

back country of Nechako Valley, we are right there — discovering truth and watching 

reconciliation happen before our very eyes.  
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Rev. Peggy has been guiding us through a series of sermons entitled “Sacred Earth, 

Sacred Work.” It is an easy transition from observing the Sacred Earth through the eyes 

of this professional photographer whose skills make him one with his photo subjects 

and the Sacred Work is the extending of unconditional love that we see in the 

developing relationships between the characters of the book. 


I think Richard would be proud of our study this semester. As Wayne has indicated, we 

have used the ZOOM platform for our study. This allowed Mike from Toronto, John 

from Medicine Hat and Jim from Kamloops to join the other 25 or so participants in our 

reading, discussing and sharing. Break out rooms allowed us to share our ideas in 

small groups and there were a plethora of topics from which to choose: Challenges of 

child poverty, Battered Person Syndrome, Urban Loneliness, the absolute importance 

of good people in our lives, Male Aggression, Appropriation of indigenous culture, 

Denialism regarding Residential Schools… the list is many. 


Trouble raises its head when we think we have all the answers and lose the ability to 

listen and observe. Maybe that’s the Sacred Work that Rev. Peggy has been 

encouraging us to try to incorporate into our lives and the gold inlays that Richard 

celebrated. He helped us along our journey and for that, we are grateful. 


Thank you. 
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